
VisionLINE design, creates and manufactures premium quality 
fireplaces, venting systems and fireside accessories to meet the 
unique requirements in the Australian market. Modern cutting edge 
designs incorporated into durable and made to last products make 
your investment in VisionLINE products a lifetime relationship.FIREPLACE SYSTEMS



Stunning designs and smart technology combine 
effortlessly to create a seamless environment of 
warmth and relaxation. 

A VisionLINE Electric Fireplace is the definitive element 
that characterises your interior décor. With an easy to 
use remote and touch panel controls, enjoy dancing 
flames instantly. 

Personalize the look and create picture perfect 
ambience with vibrant colour choices of under and 
top lighting and flame intensity control. Customise the 
View multi sided fireplace with a variety of media sets 
including the Australis media featuring real Australian 
red gum, lava rock and river pebbles.

Embrace the warmth with up to 1.6kw heat output with 
two heating elements. Enable the thermostat function 
with 18 – 27°C temperature range.

With energy efficient LED flame technology, the View 
is a smart choice for home owners, renovators and 
apartment dwellers, or those wanting a fireplace with 
ease of installation.

Perfect For

Home owners/renovators/apartment living wanting 
the ambience and atmosphere fire creates where 
either a real fireplace isn’t desired or possible due to 
installation complexities.

Explore the possibilities of the VisionLINE  
Electric Fireplace Range. 

VIEW FIREPLACE

Stunning bay, left or right 
corner design and single sided 
installation, the View is as 
versatile as it is beautiful.

Easy installation with basic timber 
framing and finishing ability right 
up to the fire’s edge means no 
fire rated cladding products. 

Heat from the fire is moved 
outwards allowing for the 
installation of a television directly 
above the fireplace. 

Key Features

• LED lighting technology for low energy usage.

• Three colour flame, red, blue and yellow with four levels 
of intensity per colour and five flicker speed settings.

• Fifteen colour options with five levels of intensity Ember Bed lighting.

• Fifteen colour option Accent lighting.

• Timer function – countdown timer for up to 
eight hours for automatic fire turn off.

• Heater function of two levels with maximum output at 1.6kw. Fan and 
heating elements can be turned on and off with visuals still operating.

• Optional Australis media set includes Australian red gum, river 
pebbles and lava rock, creating the most realistic electric fire  
on the market.

Warranty

Your new VisionLINE Electric Fireplace offers a two year guarantee 
against manufacturing defects when used in a residential environment.

Specifications

W 1270mm x H 540mm x D 332mm
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LINEAR FIREPLACE

The VisionLINE Linear Electric Fireplace presents in 
various sizes to suit all needs, and is a smart choice 
for those seeking a fireplace with ease of installation.

Key Features

• Features front vents within the sleek design

• Can be fully recessed into a standard wall cavity 
for flush mount finish

• Ultra slim design, 14cm depth makes it one of the 
slimmest wall mounts in the industry

• Comes standard with clear, white and black 
crystals and log set, so you can customise the 
look to your design

• Crystal clear cube ember bed accents the flame

• Option of either blue or Orange flames, or a 
combination of both

• Convenient remote control (controls flame 
intensity, flame colour option, fan, heat output 
and timer)

• High intensity LED lights provide day or night 
intensity and require no servicing

• Easy access manual on/off switch

• Easy installation with a built-in mounting bracket… 
simply hang, plug and play

• On screen controls dim after 10 seconds 
disappearing completely off screen

Warranty

2 years parts

Specifications

The Linear Fireplace can be mounted directly on the 
wall or recessed into a cavity. When recessed, the 
unit will only sit 8mm out from the wall.

VL36  
915mm x 544mm x 140mm

VL50

1280mm x 544mm x 140mm

VL60

1524mm x 544mm x 140mm

VL72

1828mm x 544mm x 140mm

VL100

2540mm x 544mm x 140mm

VisionLINE Linear Range
The VisionLINE Linear Electrical Fireplace 
creates a focal point in any room with its 
clean, contemporary lines and ultra slim 
design. 

Requiring no structural modifications, simply 
hang the unit on the wall and plug it in.

Creating a comfortable warm atmosphere, 
VisionLINE’s Linear Electrical Fireplace heats 
up to 40m² using a variable speed fan. 

The included remote allows for fingertip 
control and mastery of the flame colour, 
orange, blue or both, plus flame height and 
temperature.

With its ultra slim line design and 14cm depth, 
the Linear Electrical Fireplace goes where 
traditional fireplaces can’t, ranging in sizes 
from 915mm to 2540mm, this model adds 
discreet luxury to any space, and if required 
can be fully recessed.



Model featured: VL100
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